educational opportunities that provide venues and Their mission is to produce media, events, and explore what Blackness means in Hawaiʻi and in developmental disabilities by supporting their and develop artwork that can provide income for the general non-disabled public into 

attempts in the Hawaiian Homelands community 

Mahalo, Kim Coco, for your incredible support of Hawaiʻi People. 

the Iwamoto Family Foundation 

work between the youth, labor, church and social services, and language and cultural access. 

mission is to perpetuate, promote, preserve, and cultural, environmental, and political significance Hawaiʻi's most ecologically important and culturally sacred places. Today, KAHEA has grown 

childhood sexual violence (CSV) through evidence-and community organizing. They endeavor to stop violence through education, community building cohesive spirit of ʻEa (Activating and nourishing communities around a through educational, cultural, and community 

community-wide celebration at Thomas Square. 

K ʻiho ʻiho Hawai' for the New Generation 

ʻā ina and to help train new seeks to be part of the revitalization of the 

communities about Native Hawaiian resource 

students grades K-6. 

appropriate use 

ohana who made these grant awards possible! 

TOGETHER, family ~ mahalo for your continued support of community and alternatives that work to replace current structures of inequity and disproportionate power in Hawaiʻi ~ and the 

ohana for your mana, your 

Mahalo to everyone in the HPF possible. 

are making this collective build of a refreshed organizational vision 

ʻā not have been possible without YOUR k 

community-raised funds this year ~ this is so powerful! This would 

The HPF 

all. Closing in on 3 years with HPF, I am incredibly honored to be 

Director alongside a dedicated Board of Directors, a powerhouse 

I continue to be humbled to serve in my capacity as Executive 

that uplifts our beloved community. 

With deep aloha and mahalo for everyone in our HPF 

ʻuhiwa 

It Takes A Crowd. 

share 

and 

love has reaffirmed the HPF 

ʻi TOGETHER, family ~ mahalo for your continued support of community 

ʻi ~ and the 

ʻā 

historical lows 

human contribution to climate change, protecting 

trust resources and the communities that thrive in 

powerful community-based grassroots 

culturally sacred places. Today, KAHEA has grown 

group of Native Hawaiian cultural practitioners 

seeking to connect 

advocates, grassroots organizations and one of the 

funders of the homelessness and housing creation in a significant way 

seeks to connect 

a and to help train new 

seeks to be part of the revitalization of the 

communities about Native Hawaiian resource 

Your aloha is an important part of our collective 

work of grassroots organizations receiving grants. 

Your love was a driving force and I am 

by donating today! 

truly the "People 

and equitable Hawaiʻi. As the only social justice- 

ʻs Fund is a unique partnership of 

community giving 

ʻi 

to do it without you!

SHARE:

Truly the "People 

community philanthropy with 

its work.

"It Takes A Crowd."

Fun Facts about Hawaiia

The First Hawaiian Language Spelling Book was published in 1829. 

The Hawaiian Islands are the most remote island chain in the world, with an average distance of 3,300 miles to the nearest landmass.

The Hawaiian language is the only indigenous language of the United States that is still spoken as a primary language by its speakers.

1,000 species of flowering plants found in Hawai‘i are not found anywhere else on Earth.

The official seahorse of Hawai‘i, the nāwahī, was only rediscovered in 1975.

The Hawaiian Islands are home to 40% of all of the flowering plants on the planet.
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